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Introduction
Forecasting fast-evolving thunderstorms and thunderstorm systems can be challenging even today.
Numerical weather prediction models usually handle synoptic-scale processes well, nevertheless,
perturbations on a frontal system can disrupt the
movement of fronts. Such a situation occurred on
1st August 2021, when instead of a few thunderstorms (as forecasted some days earlier) a squallline swept through the eastern part of Hungary.
In addition, large hail fell from isolated supercells
over the Transdanubia. The reason behind the
changing weather situation can partly be found in
a perturbation, formed over the Iberian Peninsula,
which was quickly driven into Hungary by a strong
flow in the upper and mid-levels.

Meteorological background
During this period a cold front lay across almost the whole continent, stretching from Spain
to the Baltic states. Extremely warm and dry air
was lying south of the front while over northern
and western Europe a colder airmass shaped
the weather (Figure 1). The Carpathian Basin
belonged to the unstable warm sector (850 hPa
Theta-E 56-62 °C). Above the hot air, with varying moisture content, a colder airmass advected in from the west to increase instability. At both
500 hPa (30 m/s) and 850 hPa (12-14 m/s) a

▲ Figure 1: The early situation in Europe at 500 hPa (left)

and 850 hPa wet bulb potential temperature (right).

▲ Figure 2: Wind shear 0-2.5 km (left)

and SBCAPE 0-6 km (right).

jet core was detected. Models forecasted quite
high instability (2000 J/kg SBCAPE) and wind
shear (15-16 m/s between 0-2.5 km and 20-27
m/s between 0-6 km) (Figure 2). The wind shear
profile was favourable for squall line formation
since the vast majority of vertical wind shear was
concentrated in the lower 2-3 km. Above 2.5 km,
wind shear barely increased.

Chronology of weather events
and the impacts
One day before the violent events a well organized convective system developed on the Iberian
Peninsula section of the cold front. This perturbation moved quickly northeast (~25 m/s at 700hPa)
along the cold front with strong mid-level forcing
and by dawn it was located over Corsica. As a
result of the increasing instability due to diurnal
surface heating a strong quasi-linear thunderstorm system formed over Croatia at 09 UTC. The
significant line-perpendicular wind shear vector
was the dominating factor helping to maintain this
system.
Just before 12 UTC, relative moisture at 2 m was
slightly higher than forecasted which also contributed to the lifetime of the system. The estimated
inflow zone of the thunderstorms stretched to
1200-1300 m above the surface, where the forecasted mean relative humidity (50-55 %) could
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have been enough to feed thunderstorms, but similarly to the 2 m observations this layer had even
more observed moisture. This difference between
the actual state and the model simulation may explain why the ECMWF 00 UTC run did not expect
the system to enter Hungary. In reality, thunderstorms reached the southwestern border of Hungary at 11 UTC, producing 20.4 m/s wind gusts at
first. A red warning was issued for the southwestern counties (11:08 UTC) by the duty severe
weather forecaster.
After one and half hours, the convective system
crossed the river Danube and reached a drier
airmass. As seen on radar images, the thunderstorms began to decay, thus the red warning was
not issued to other counties. Another hour later,
the system passed over the river Tisza. For the
second time during the day the weather made an
unexpected turn. Along the southern flank, where
there were weaker radar returns, a 28.2 m/s gust
was measured close to the town Szeged and as a
result a red warning was issued (13:19 UTC) for
the eastern half of Hungary.
Significant differences showed up between the
expected environmental conditions and reality.
These differences can be related to the early hour

▲ Figure 3: Observed radar overlayed with 00 UTC
and 12 UTC ECMWF runs relative humidity.

▲ Figure 5: Radial wind speeds with rear inflow jet .highlighted.

events, when a convective system formed on the
warm conveyor belt located over the northern
counties. This system passed approximately 100150 km further south than was forecasted by the
ECMWF 00 UTC run, so it affected the counties in
the north and northeast. Precipitation dampened
the dry airmass underneath, therefore a significantly higher mean relative humidity, together with
more instability, was realized than was expected.
The ECMWF run at 12 UTC caught this phenomenon well, but the model run became available, as
usual, at around 18 UTC, well after the weather
events (Figure 3).
Significant instability accumulated in the afternoon, again coupled with high line-perpendicular wind shear contributing to the severity of the
system. The thunderstorm system later developed into a bow-echo. The surface-based wind
measurement network of HMS showed 33.6 m/s
(121 km/h) at Tiszavasvári and 32.5 m/s (117 km/h)
at Napkor (Figure 4). The strongest wind gusts occurred along the border of dry and wet airmasses.
However, it was not only the dry air to the south
that contributed to the windstorm; the radial wind
map (Figure 5) shows a strong rear inflow jet (RIJ)
which is a typical character of bow-echoes.
While the bow-echo travelled NE, the cold front
reached NW Transdanubia. The interesting thing
about the weather situation is that while ahead
of the cold front where a line of thunderstorms
caused serious damage, only isolated convec-

▲ Figure 4: Maximum wind speed recorded in the hour.
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*In 2018, Hungary put a nationwide hail suppression system into operation. Operators of the ground-based silver iodide generators send
hail reports from ca. 800 spots nationwide into HMS to collate information about hail size.

tion was present on the front. In contrast, the
situation was reversed from a hail forecasting
point of view. The bow-echo system produced
only small hail (pea size), even where the most
intense part of the system passed over some
hail observation points*. At the same time,
the frontal convection produced more and bigger hail (with two reports of walnut-size hail).
Frontal and pre-frontal thunderstorms showed no
significant difference in radar reflectivity and derived quantities (VIL, H45-H0). In the east, the
bow echo had somewhat higher values (H45-H0
~ 8 km, VIL 60), while values belonging to frontal
thunderstorms were lower (H45-H0 ~ 6 km, VIL
44). However, there was a significant difference
in their morphology. Thunderstorms associated
with the cold front showed strongly tilted reflectivity with remarkably weak echo regions (WER),
while in contrast, the bow echo showed a nearly
vertical reflectivity field (Figures 6-7). The notable
difference between hail size may have been due
to the fact that the higher buoyancy and nearly
vertical updraft in the bow echo quickly ejected
the hydrometeors through the ice-formation zone
into the anvil. In the frontal thunderstorms supercellular behaviour was present which, together
with the strongly forward-tilted cumulonimbus
clouds, could have resulted in significantly longer
hail trajectories and as a result considerable hail
size.

▲ Figure 6: Cross section of reflectivity through the bow echo.

Disaster management operation centres received
more than 1300 emergency calls. Damage occurred in many places, but the largest destruction
was caused by the bow echo in the northeast
counties. Storms left fallen trees, torn branches
and damaged roofs; lightning struck some houses
(Figure 8). Approximately 75,000 people in 140
settlements were left without electricity for various
periods of time. There were disruptions to rail traffic also.

Predictability
of the weather situation
The thunderstorm system ahead of the cold
front caused surprises and unexpected turns
throughout the day. An orange warning was issued a day before the events, but just 1-2 hours
before the squall line reached Hungary it became
clear that issuing a red warning would also be

▲ Figure 7: Cross section of reflectivity through thunderstorm.
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▲ Figure 8: Images captured during and after the event.

needed. The temporary weakening and strengthening of the storms caused further uncertainty. Humidity left by the morning thunderstorms
in the north was predicted only by the 12 UTC
ECMWF run, which became available too late,
i.e. after the squall line had left the country. Thus,
the duty forecaster relied largely upon his earlier

experience and intuition. Despite model outputs
loaded with a significant error, the text of the forecast warning issued in the morning mentioned
that in the afternoon thunderstorms may become organized into a squall line and that damaging wind gusts could be the primary source of
danger.
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https://www.katasztrofavedelem.hu/29/hirek/254534/tobb-mint-ezerharomszaz-riasztas-a-vihar-miatt
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